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1. Introduction  

 Population growth causes an increased need for food that must be produced on 

the same or even smaller agricultural land, with limited resources and under effects of 

climate changes. Moreover, the crop yield must be increased by 70% by 2050 according 

to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) in order to be able 

to feed the world‘s growing population, which will reach 9.1 billion by that time [1].  

 The increase in productivity can be secured by expansion of cultivated areas, 

increasing the amount of used pesticides and fertilizers, genetic modifications and 

applying precision agriculture technologies. However, there are debates about safety of 

GMO food for human health, and additional research is needed, while increasing 

cultivated areas is not an efficient solution. Also, utilization of pesticides and fertilizers 

can have a negative impact because of their property to remain in soil and environment 

for a long time. Further, they have negative effects on soil, micro flora, other organisms, 

environment, and human health [2]. Therefore, application of precision agriculture 

technologies, that implies usage of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms, Internet of 

Things (IoT), Big Data etc., has an advantage over all the above proposed solutions.  

 ML is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI), devoted to understanding and 

building methods that exploit data to improve performance on some set of tasks. Deep 

learning (DL) is considered to be a subset of machine learning that imitates the way 

human brains think and learn (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: AI, ML and DL definition 
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 ML algorithms build a model based on sample data, known as training data, in 

order to make predictions without being explicitly programmed to do so. Machine 

learning can mimic certain human brain functions like pattern detection, cognition, 

learning and even decision making while being able to process large quantities of data 

very quickly. In agriculture, ML has the potential to be applied to numerous areas with 

outstanding results, from detecting weeds and diseases, predicting yield and quality of 

crops, to gathering data, providing insights and offering predictions regarding livestock 

production [3]. 

 For example, ML can be used for automated feeding, automated milk and 

genotype analysis, body weight predictions and other labor-intensive and time-consuming 

tasks usually manually performed by farmers [4]. Moreover, computer vision powered 

livestock management systems are developed so that farmers can monitor animals in real-

time via mobile phones and ensure that the appropriate amount of food is supplied 

whenever necessary. Also, there are systems that provide remote control of milking and 

cleaning of the stall. 

 

Figure 2: Collar sensors for tracking steer behavior; Source [5] 

 Furthermore, different agritech sensing systems are used for automatic detection 

of animal activity, such as eating, standing, laying, rumination etc. (Figure 2). Monitoring 

of these activities are important for detecting an unusual pattern in animal behavior that 

can be an early sign of health problems or welfare issues. Hence, if the disease or some 

other problem is caught in time and accordingly addressed it has a higher probability of 

being cured. For example, monitoring of lying and standing behavior can help in 

detection of lameness in dairy cows, which is a major health problem. Lameness 

negatively affects fertility of dairy cows and milk production and if detected late can 

cause significant reduction of the farmers‘ income [6]. Further, changes in time spend 

eating and ruminating can indicate health issues, but also assist in detection of oestrus 

leading to better conception rates [7]. 

 Moreover, automatic monitoring is more efficient than manual one, as the latter 

requires high concentrations during the whole working day, which is a highly intensive 
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task thus being prone to errors due to human exhaustion. Further, as the average number 

of cows on farms increases every year, automatic monitoring is becoming a great asset to 

the farmers. The increasing trend in average number of cows on farms in England 

between 2011 and 2019 is highlighted on Figure 3 [8]. 

 

Figure 3: Average number of cows on farms in England from 2011 to 2019 

 The main goal of this thesis is to expand the possibilities of the ML model 

proposed in [5] in terms of the number of monitored activities performed through transfer 

learning, with the aim of producing a more efficient and effective solution. Section 2 

gives a comparison between our work and relevant research from the literature. In 

Section 3, materials and methods used in this paper are described in detail. Furthermore, 

a short description of data is given, as well as the details on DL algorithms used in this 

paper. Additionally, performance metrics used for model evaluation are also defined 

within the same section. In Section 4 the model training and data preprocessing 

techniques are thoroughly described, followed by the presentation of classification results 

and the relevant discussion. Furthermore, certain techniques, used in order to additionally 

improve the model performance are presented as well. Finally, in Section 5 we 

recapitulate all the results, give final thoughts and define future work. 
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2. Related work 

 Different machine learning and deep learning algorithms can be more or less 

successfully trained to classify various cattle behaviors. For example, classic machine 

learning algorithm Random Forest (RF) was used in [9], Decision Trees (DT) in [10] 

whereas Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm was used in [11]. SVM [12] 

represents a popular machine learning method successfully applied to many classification 

and regression tasks in different domains, with a good mathematical background, high 

generalization ability, and ability to find global and nonlinear classification solutions. 

However, it needs multiple models for solving multiclass classification problems and 

performs better with low amounts of training data and large number of features. On the 

other hand, the advantage of DT [13] is that data preprocessing is not needed, and it can 

handle collinear data, nevertheless chances of overfitting are high, and it may grow to be 

very complex for complicated datasets. Finally, RF [14] is a very accurate and powerful 

model that efficiently handles overfitting and implicitly performs feature selection. On 

the other hand, it is computationally complex and can be slow if the forest or dataset is 

large. Additionally, certain research articles reported multiple algorithms used for cattle 

activity classification such as SVM and DT in [15] or k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Naïve 

Bayes (NB) and SVM in [16]. kNN [17] represents simple classification algorithm that 

does not require a definition of large number of hyper parameters, yet requires large real 

time computations compared to other ML algorithms, while NB [18] supports both binary 

and multiclass classification problems and handles irrelevant features successfully, 

however it assumes mutual independence of dataset and cannot handle large amounts of 

data. 

 Even though these approaches can be successful while discriminating samples 

from different cattle behaviors, they still require considerable effort to extract features 

from sensor signals for that purpose, which can be often a time-consuming and highly 

complex process. Furthermore, new classes demand the engineering of new features and 

the extension to additional activities requires significant effort.  

 On the other hand, implementation of DL algorithms such as Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNN) is reported in [5, 19], or Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with 

Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) in [20]. One of the advantages of DL algorithms is 

that they automatically extract important features, and it is easy to expand the capabilities 

of the model to additional classes. Moreover, CNN is known for their ability to identify 

important features and ability to minimize computation in comparison with a regular 

network. However, a large amount of data which is not always available is required for 

training an effective algorithm and this process can prolong for a long time if 

classification problem or network architecture is complex. Further, LSTM has the ability 

to process sequential data and learn complex dependencies of data across time dimension. 

However, they can require long training time and a lot of resources. Transfer learning 
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represents the procedure that assumes the reuse of knowledge learned from a prior 

assignment which is further used to upgrade prediction power and improve generalization 

in a new task while reducing training time of the ML model [21].  

 Despite the fact that these related papers present solutions to the similar 

classification problems, they used not only different methodologies but also non-identical 

datasets collected with different devices, with different number of animals and cattle 

behaviors, which is highlighted in Table 1.  

Table 1: Comparison of related work 

 Algorithm Number of animals Monitored behaviors 

Pavlovic, [5] CNN 18 Eating, Rumination, Other 

Rahman, [9] RF 22 Gazing, Ruminating, Walking 

Gonzales, [10] DT 58 
Foraging, Resting, Rumination, 

Traveling, Other 

Hamilton, [11] SVM 3 Rumination and Non-Rumination 

Benaissa, [15] SVM, DT 10 Feeding, Rumination, Other 

Benaissa, [16] kNN, NB, SVM 16 Feeding, Lying, Standing 

Kasfi, [19] CNN 22 Gazing, Other 

Peng, [20] RNN/LSTM 6 

Feeding, Head butt, Licking salt, 

Lying, Moving, Ruminating-

Lying, Ruminating-Standing & 

Social licking 

Current study 
CNN, CNN-

LSTM 
4 

Eating, Rumination, Other, 

Standing, Lying 

 

 For example, in [5] they used CNN in order to predict three cattle behaviors 

eating, rumination and other, which are core to the early detection of health and welfare 

issues. Furthermore, they had data about 18 cows collected with two devices (collars and 

halters) and their model had F1 score of 82%. In [9] they, trained RF algorithm to classify 

three behaviors, gazing, rumination and walking in order to be able to detect cows with 

lameness disease. Further, they collected data with four different devices (collar, halter, 

ear tag and accelerometer) from 22 cows and their model F1 score ranged between 89% 

and 93%. In [10] they used DT algorithm to classify five steer activities, foraging, 

resting, rumination, traveling and other in order to be able to detect abnormalities in 

animal behaviors that indicate illness. Data was collected from 58 animals with tree 

devices (collar, accelerometer and magnetometer GPS) and model recall was estimated to 

be 90%. In [11] they tried to detect rumination, which is a key indicator of cattle health, 

using SVM. Further, data was collected from three cows with two devices (bolus and 

accelerometer) and their model‘s F1 score was estimated to be 86%. In [15] they 

compared performances of DT and SVM algorithms trained on data collected with 
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accelerometer and collar device. Further, data was collected from ten cows while 

algorithms were trained to classify three behaviors, feeding, rumination and other where 

DT algorithm had 93%, while SVM 91% accuracy. In [16] kNN, NB and SVM 

algorithms were trained to classify three dairy cows behaviors, feeding, lying and 

standing. Algorithms were trained on data collected from sixteen cows with three devices 

(collar, pedometer and accelerometer) and models accuracies were 99%. In [19] CNN 

was trained to detect gazing on data collected from twenty two cows with two devices 

(collar and accelerometer). This model F1 score was estimated to be 84%. In [20] LSTM 

network was trained to classify six different behaviors, feeding, head butt, licking salt, 

lying, moving, ruminating-lying, ruminating-standing and social licking on data collected 

with collar and accelerometer devices from six cows. The reported model F1 score and 

accuracy was 88%. 

 As previously stated, within this analysis, we used the same data as reported in 

[5], with an additional data source that enabled expanding the multiclass into 

multiclass/multilabel classification task. Multiclass classification indicates that only one 

label is correct, while in the multilabel classification any combination of labels is allowed 

[22]. For the classification purpose we used pre-trained CNN models used for 

identification of three cattle activity states reported in [5] and through transfer learning 

procedure managed to classify a larger number of monitored activities while not 

increasing model complexity of and time required for model training.  

3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Data 

 Dataset used in this thesis consists of data collected from three farm trials in the 

Easter Howgate Farm, Edinburgh, UK, in the period from June 2015 to October 2016. It 

contains information about 18 animals collected with special sensors on two different 

devices: Afimilk Silent Herdsman Collar [23] and Rumiwatch Halter device [24].   

 Neck placed collars provide information about animal behaviors by tracing raw 

acceleration traces from three axes (x, y and z) and measuring the overall animal 

movement and contractions of neck muscles (Figure 4). Muzzle placed halter measures 

changes in pressure induced by the jaw, providing information about animal activity. 

Both devices operate at a sampling frequency of 10 Hz [5]. Animal behaviors detected 

with halter device are: 

a) Rumination – the process in which the animal is re-chewing and re-swallowing 

partially digested food in order to improve nutrient absorption 

b) Eating – the animal is taking food from feeding source 

c) Other – the animal is not ruminating nor eating 
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 Figure 4:  Position of halter, collar and pedometer device 

 In addition, within this analysis we used data obtained from one more device. 

Pedometers were placed on the rear leg of 4 cows collecting data across three axes, like 

collar and halter, multiple times per second. The sampling frequency of this device is 

4Hz, so we needed to do resampling to adjust it to data collected with other two devices. 

Pedometers are most commonly used for the detection of oestrus (or ―heat‖) to optimize 

herd reproductive efficiency. The oestrus detection is commonly based on standing, 

lying and walking time, number of steps an animal takes during a day or information 

about animal motion in general. All these activities can be detected by a pedometer 

device with a high precision. Within this analysis we used information about standing 

and lying activity. 

3.2. Data Preprocessing 

 Despite the attempt to fix all collars and halters in the identical positions, this was 

not possible due to variations in steer anatomy. Further, constant movements of cattle 

were constantly causing shifting and rotation of devices. In order to overcome this 

problem and retain constant collar position, discrete difference along every axis is 

computed so that only the accelerations due to animal motions are recorded [5]: 

 

                                     [ ]   [ ]   [   ]                                (7) 
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where  [ ] are the raw acceleration signals for all axes, x, y and z,   [ ] is the resultant 

signal for a given axis at time step t. 

 Every data point in this dataset is a one-dimensional time series with three signals, 

corresponding to the following axes: x, y and z. The device is oriented in such way that 

x-axis is parallel to the ground and animal body, y-axis is orthogonal to the ground and z-

axis is orthogonal to the animal body and parallel to the ground, as shown on Figure 4. 

 In order to capture animal behavior, we made blocks of 90 seconds length without 

overlaps for every signal, where exactly one activity was assigned to every block. If there 

were several different activities in the blocks, one activity was chosen according to the 

majority vote. 

3.3. Algorithms 

 In this paper, we used advanced machine learning algorithms for classification, 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Moreover, algorithms we used in this thesis are 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Long Short Term Memory Recurrent Neural 

Networks (LSTM-RNN). 

3.3.1. Artificial Neural Networks 

 Artificial Neural Networks are machine learning models that were inspired by 

Biological Neural Networks of human brains. Their purpose is to learn values of 

parameter  , minimizing some predefined loss function, and find function        that 

approximates function   , which maps input data X into an output        . Here, loss 

function measures how similar functions   and    are. In these models, many different 

functions are composed together and that is why these algorithms are called ‗networks‘ 

[25]. These functions are called layers and classical network representation is most 

commonly done with the following layer types (Figure 5): 

● Input layer – the first layer in the network consisted of data samples. Inputs are 

independent variables and are called features. 

● Output layer – final layer of the network; Approximation of the output data y.  

● Hidden layer – everything placed between input and output layer. 

 Number of hidden layers can vary, and it indicates the depth of the model. This is 

why these algorithms are usually categorized as Deep learning methods. 

 Each layer is represented with a vector of values interpreted as neurons, whereas 

each neuron is connected with all other neurons in the network. Neurons or units are the 

reason why these algorithms are called ‗neural‘. 

 Artificial Neural Networks training consists of two phases, namely, forward 

propagation and backward propagation. 
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Figure 5: Architecture of Artificial Neural Network 

 In the forward propagation phase, the network takes input data (X) where input 

values are multiplied with weights (w) assigned to each neuron followed by addition of 

biases b (1).  

                (1) 

 Initially, corresponding weights are most commonly represented with small 

values close to zero. Further, resulting values are forwarded to hidden layers where 

activation functions are applied in order to introduce non-linearity to the network, so that 

complex, underlying patterns can be detected. The process is repeated until the values of 

the output are obtained. Obtained output values are called predictions and in order to 

determine model performance, we need to compare predicted and actual values i.e. 

calculate an error which is called loss function.  

 In the backward propagation phase, loss function is fed back to the network to 

optimize the network parameters (weights and biases) by minimizing loss function. 

 This represents an iterative process and is performed until the model learns data 

specifics. One pass of the whole dataset through a neural network is called an epoch. 

Forward Propagation 

Backward Propagation 
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3.3.2. Convolutional Neural Networks 

 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are traditionally used in the field of 

computer vision where input data is in the form of digital images, videos and other visual 

inputs, and have been proven as successful tool for image classification, object detection, 

instance segmentation and similar tasks. Convolution is mathematical operation which 

takes two functions (f and g) and gives as result third function (   ) that expresses how 

the shape of the function   is modified by the function   [25]. It is calculated as the 

following integral: 

   [   ]    ∫             
 

  
   (2) 

 Convolutions are applied using filters i.e., kernels; small vectors or matrices to 

extract features from input data valuable for various applications. Moreover, filters at the 

beginning detect some rough details, whereas filters from deeper layers extract more 

specific information present within the input signal. 

 CNN can also be used for one dimensional data such as text and time series 

signals such as audio signals, stock prices, temperature oscillations, heart rate etc. In that 

case, 1-dimensional kernels are used as they are able to extract features along the time 

dimension, taking into account the temporal behavior of the signal.  

 In the convolutional network architecture, few different types of layers are 

present: 

● Convolutional layer – performs dot product between data and kernel to obtain 

useful information and extract features 

● Nonlinear layer – consists of an activation function that takes output of the 

convolutional layer and creates the activation map; activation function is an 

element wise operation, so the dimensions of the input and the output are identical 

● Pooling layer – allows downsizing of the data by looking at the neighborhood of 

the element of sequence (in case of time series data) or the neighborhood of the 

pixel (in case of image data) and performs some statistical operation such as 

finding maximum (Max pooling) or average (Average Pooling) value 

● Dropout layer – randomly chooses neurons that are ignored during the training of 

the network; dropout rate p is defined and represents percentage of neurons that 

are masked and not used during training 

● BatchNormalization layer – applies a transformation of the input data so mean 

data value and its standard deviation is close to 0 and 1, respectively. 
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3.3.3. Recurrent Neural Networks 

 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are neural networks that have internal memory 

or, in other words outputs from the previous steps of a recurrent network are forwarded to 

the next step and they have effect on the next output of the network. Consequently, RNNs 

are suitable for sequential data and time series that are time dependent. 

 However, RNNs suffer from vanishing gradients. Through constant gradient 

calculations, network parameter values become smaller and smaller with every 

derivation. This is why we say that RNNs suffer from short memory, i.e. after some time 

they are ‗forgetting‘ information. One way to solve this issue is to use modified version 

of recurrent neural networks, namely, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks. 

LSTMs have gates that are ‗deciding‘ what information is irrelevant and can be forgotten 

and what information is important and needs to be forwarded further.  

 More precisely, LSTMs have feedback connection which enables them to process 

entire sequences of data, such as time series, while retaining useful information about 

previous data in the sequence. Every output of LSTM at every time point depends on 

three things:  

● Cell state - current long-term memory of the network (c) 

● Hidden state – output of the previous point in time (h) 

● Input data of the current time step (x) 

 Additionally, LSTMs have three types of gates: forget gate, input gate and output 

gate, which filter data going through the network. All gate types are highlighted in Figure 

6. 

 

Figure 6: LSTM cell 
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 As illustrated in Figure 5, LSTM cell starts with forget gate, which function is to 

determine what is irrelevant and should be forgotten according to the previous cell 

state       , hidden state        and new input data       . At this gate, there is a neural 

network trained in a way it takes new input data (      and previous hidden state        

as input and returns vector of values from the interval [0, 1], where vector values close to 

0 are categorized as irrelevant and those close to 1 as highly relevant. Further, this vector 

is multiplied with the previous cell state       ; hence irrelevant values of cell state will 

be multiplied with small values close to 0 thus having small influence in the following 

steps. 

 Afterwards, the input gate makes the decision what new information should be 

added to the cell state, given the previous hidden        state and new input data       . 

Within this gate, two neural networks are present. The first one is tanh activated neural 

network which learns the way to combine previous hidden state        and new input 

data        in order to obtain an updated vector for cell state   ̃  , whereas sigmoid is 

activated, input gate network, detects relevant components of the updated vector     . The 

latter is similar to the forget gate, and likewise obtains a vector with values from interval 

[0, 1]. At the end, outputs of these two networks are multiplied point wise to update the 

cell state, which is afterwards added to previous cell state        to obtain the new cell 

state     . 

 Finally, the output gate returns a new hidden    state considering new cell 

state     , previous hidden state        and new input data        . Initially, tanh 

function is applied point wise to the current cell state, to obtain a vector with values from 

the interval [-1, 1]. The previous hidden state        and the current input data      are 

passed through the neural network with sigmoid activation function to obtain filter vector 

     similarly as in forget gate. Finally, this filter vector is multiplied point wise with the 

vector obtained after tanh activation and the new hidden state      is obtained. 

3.4. Additional analysis 

3.4.1. Signal overlaps 

 As mentioned before, we trained our models on a dataset which consists of time 

series divided into blocks of 90 seconds without any overlap between subsequent blocks. 

Even though the selected time window covers the whole period of rumination (main 

activity of interest) contractions, which are regular and typically occur at 40–60 second 

intervals, whereas the whole activity last considerably longer, certain ‗instantaneous‘ 

activities such as sudden head movements can disrupt homogeneity of the 90 seconds 

blocks. Furthermore, instances during the transition periods between different activities 

can indicate more than one behavior which additionally disrupts the model training. 
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Therefore, we also tried to train our models on data where we took blocks with overlaps 

of 25%, 50% and 75% (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Overlaps of 90s blocks for signals of a) 25%,  b) 50% and c) 75% 

3.4.2. Data Augmentation 

 Data augmentation is a way to increase the amount of data used for model training 

by adding slightly modified copies of original data to the original dataset. Moreover, it 

behaves as a regularizer and prevents model overfitting to the underlying patterns in 

training data [26]. 

 In this paper, we used tsaug library [27] that provides various functions for data 

augmentation in case when data is in the form of time series. Functions that we used are: 

● AddNoise – this function adds random noise to the time series, where the noise 

added to every time point of time series is independent and identically distributed 

(Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8: Example of signal before and after applying AddNoise 

● Dropout – drops values of random time points in time series, where wither single 

time points or sub-sequences could be dropped out (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9: Example of signal before and after applying Dropout function 

● Quantize – this function is quantizing time series to a level set, where values in a 

time series are rounded to the nearest level in the level set (Figure 10). 

 

 

 Figure 10: Example of signal before and after applying Quantize function  

 TimeWarp – randomly changes the speed of the timeline (Figure 11). It is 

controlled by the number of speed changes and the maximum ration of maximum 

and minimum speed. 

 

 Figure 11: Example of signal before and after applying TimeWarp function  

 Also, we manually implemented two transformations, MoveSig which randomly 

selects the signal axis (x, y or z) and randomly changes the signal bias from a predefined 

range of values and ScaleSig that scales each signal axis with a given probability for a 

predefined range of values. 
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3.5. Performance metrics and validation procedure 

 In order to see capability of our model to accurately classify steer activity, the 

following performance metrics are used: accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score. One 

way to calculate these metrics is the confusion matrix, which gives us a comparison 

between actual and predicted values. Confusion matrix for binary classification problems 

can be seen in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12: Confusion matrix for binary classification problem 

 There are four important terms to be considered linked to confusion matrices 

(Figure 12): 

● True Positives (TP) – the label belongs to the class and it is correctly predicted 

● False Positive (FP) – the label does not belong to the class but classifier predicted 

as positive 

● True Negative (TN) – the label does not belong to the class and it is correctly 

predicted 

● False Negative (FN) – the label does not belong to the class but is predicted as 

negative 

 Note that for the 3-class classification problem, we will have 3x3 confusion 

matrix, for 5-class classification problem we will have 5x5 confusion matrix etc.  

 Based on the concepts that we have just introduced, the metrics can be calculated 

in the following way: 

● Accuracy: Describes how well the model predicts and how well it excludes 

class. It is calculated as the ratio between the number of correctly predicted 

samples and the total number of predictions. 
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    (3) 

 

● Precision (also referred to as positive predicted value): Measures how well 

models classify samples as positive. 

 

               
  

     
    (4) 

 

● Recall: Measures the fraction of positive predictions that are correctly 

classified. 

               
  

     
     (5) 

 

● F1 score: This metric represents the harmonic mean between recall and 

precision. As precision grows, recall usually declines and vice versa, so F1 

score actually represent the balance between these two metrics. 

 

             
                  

                
    (6) 

 

 Note that given definitions for precision, recall and F1 score are for the case of 

binary classification and therefore, in the case of multiclass classification some kind of 

mean needs to be applied. We used weighted-average where scores are calculated by 

taking the mean of all per-class scores while considering weight of every class i.e. the 

number of actual occurrences of the class in the dataset. 

 For model validation purposes, we performed cross-validation. Cross-validation 

provides us the ability to estimate performances of the model on unseen data. 

 

 
Figure 13: k-fold cross-validation 
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 To perform cross-validation, we first need to split data into subsets called folds 

which need to be of similar sizes. Next step is to choose one fold for the holdout set 

which will be used as a test set, and use all other folds for training of the model (Figure 

13). If k is the number of folds on which our data is divided, we will train our model k 

times. 

3.6. Multiclass cattle behavior recognition 

 As already mentioned, we had information about 18 steers, where all cows are 

numbered from 01 to 18. For the purposes of model performance evaluation, three steers, 

04, 10 and 11, each from distinct trial, were selected randomly for the test set as it was 

done in [5], while remaining 15 steer were selected to form a training and validation set. 

The same test set was chosen as in [5] in order for us to be able to compare performances 

of our models with those in [5].   

 In the previous research, multiclass CNN model was developed while only collar 

and halter data were used. They preprocessed data the same way we described in the 

previous section. The classifier includes two blocks, feature extractor and head (Figure 

14). The first block consists of four blocks of convolutional Dropout, BatchNorm and 

ReLU layers followed by Adaptive Average Pooling layer. The second block i.e. head 

consists of a single fully connected layer followed by Softmax layer which generates the 

classified output [5].  

 

Figure 14: CNN architecture; Source [5] 

 Further, data was divided into 90 seconds blocks, as mentioned in section 3.2 and 

model was trained with AdamW optimizer with learning rate of        using one-cycle 
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training policy and cosine learning rate annealing. The optimal learning rate was found 

with Fastai‘s built in function where interval was set to be from       to     . 

Maximum number of epochs was set to 50 but early stopping was used with patience of 

15 epochs. Moreover, delta change was set to 0.01 while batch size was set to 256 and 

weight decay of 0.01 was used. After parameter tuning, kernel size was set to 16 and 

Dropout probability to 0.25 [5].  

 In addition, they tried different lengths of the classification window, and analyzed 

its effect on the classification performance. This is crucial for classification of animal 

behavior because certain animal activities occur for a few seconds while some others 

typically last for several minutes. Models were trained on 60s, 90s and 120s window 

lengths, where the first two gave almost identical results, while 120s windows gave lower 

performance. Therefore, the 90s window length was chosen to match the specifications of 

the commercial collar system [5]. Their best model had in total 171.563 parameters and 

an F1 score of 82.1%. 

3.7. Model training 

 All models were trained using Python programming language, using both Jupyter 

Notebook [28] software and Google Colaboratory [29]. Models were created using 

PyTorch [30] and Fastai [31]. 

 As mentioned before, we used data collected with a halter and collar device like 

in [5]. Naturally, individual steers do not spend the same amount of time performing 

different activities. Therefore, data was stratified in order to obtain a balanced dataset for 

analysis. For every steer, the activity with the least amount of appearances was chosen 

and then a random subset of data points was selected for all other activities. However, 

dataset stratification was used only for CNN models. For LSTM models, time 

dependences of data are important for decision making, and balancing would shuffle 

samples. 

 We did balancing between cows in order to obtain the same number of 90 seconds 

blocks of signals per cow. This way, every steer would have the same impact on decision 

making while achieving better generalization of the model. 

 In order to try to expand the possibility that offers a classification of only three 

steer activities, we also utilized data about 4 cows collected with pedometers and using 

transfer learning offered classification of five activities: eating, rumination, other, 

standing and lying. The sample distribution is highlighted in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: Histogram of sample distribution 

 Neural networks usually require a great amount of data for training which is not 

always available. By using transfer learning, the model has already been pre-trained so a 

good model can be generated even with a smaller amount of data. Also, some neural 

networks take days or even weeks to train, and by using transfer learning training time is 

significantly reduced. 

 In our case, we pre-trained the model on data collected from halter and collar, 

which contains three classes and used those models with new data from movement 

sensors which were collected for steers with id‘s 07, 08, 09 and 10. In [5], cow with id 10 

was used for testing, and the first three were used for training. Moreover, cow 10 was 

used for testing and not for training in order to avoid data leakage. If we had used some 

other cow that was already used for training also for testing, our model would have been 

able to use knowledge gained from that steer and we would not have a realistic evaluation 

of the model performance. Instead, we used all pre-trained models on those folds which 

contain one of cows 07, 08 or 09 for training of the new model. However, this is no 

longer multiclass but multiclass/multilabel classification problem which means that we 

do not have mutually exclusive classes as before and therefore our classification problem 

is more complex. Further, note that all cows eat in a specific place on the farm from 

feeders which physically enables them to eat while lying. Consequently, the combination 

of behaviors lying and eating does not exist in dataset.  
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4. Results and Discussion 
  

4.1. Multiclass/multilabel model 

  Architectures of multiclass and multiclass/multilabel models are highlighted in 

Figure 16. In multiclass/multilabel model we first have four convolutional layers 

followed with Dropout, BatchNorm and ReLU layers, which represent our feature 

extractor. After last convolutional block, we have AdaptiveAveragePool, which is 

followed with Linear layer that gives us output value i.e. tells us to which of five classes 

our sample belongs to.  

 As mentioned before, multiclass model was trained to classify three different 

classes and it had 171 563 trainable parameters. Even though our multiclass/multilabel 

model had similar number of total parameters as multiclass one, it was trained to classify 

5 classes and number of trainable parameters was only 3 973. Note that trainable layers 

are present with green and non-trainable with blue color on Figure 16. Consequently, as 

we have a less number of trainable parameters, it takes less time to train the model, in our 

case training time is shorter for 35%. 

 

Figure 16: Architecture of multiclass CNN model from [5] (left) and 

multiclass/multilabel CNN model (right) 
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Figure 17: Overall performance of transfer learning model 

 On Table 2, the overall performance metrics for every of 15 iterations are shown. 

We can see the overall performance of the transfer learning model on Figure 17. Overall 

F1 score is 0.82 0.028, overall precision is 0.83 0.02 and overall recall of the model is 

0.82 0.018 while overall accuracy is 0.68 0.028. 

  Moreover, average overall accuracy is 67.59%, overall F1 score is 82.27%, 

average precision score is 83.26% while average overall recall is 82.05% (Table 2). 

Table 2: Overall model performance 

 
Overall 

Accuracy 
Overall F1 

Overall 

Precision 
Overall Recall 

Cow 1 69.18% 83.49% 84.69% 83.12% 

Cow 2 65.22% 80.76% 81.49% 80.59% 

Cow 3 69.57% 83.31% 84.36% 83.28% 

Average score 67.59% 82.27% 83.26% 82.05% 

 As this problem is more demanding, it was to be expected that the overall 

performance metrics of this model would be lower than for the multiclass problem. For 

that reason, we additionally wanted to compare model performances by computing 

individual performances by class. 
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Figure 18: Overall performance comparison; original model and transfer learning model 

 In Figure 18, we can see the statistical distributions of accuracy, F1 score, 

precision and recall for every of three classes for both, original CNN (multiclass) model 

and transfer learning (multiclass/multilabel i.e. multilabel) model per class.  

Distribution of accuracy and F1 score is less dispersed for multiclass/multilabel 

than for multiclass model. In other words, there are fewer oscillations in model 

performance for our transfer learning model for every class.  

 Further, if we look at precision, we can see that for class ‗other‘, distributions are 

very similar. For the ‗rumination‘ we have more oscillations in multilabel than multiclass 

problem performance, while variation in precision metric is smaller for ‗eating‘ in 

multilabel model.  

 In case of recall, we again have very similar distributions for class ‗other‘. For the 

‗rumination‘ there are fever oscillations in multilabel model performance, while 

dispersion of recall for ‗eating‘ is smaller in multiclass models. 

 In addition, we evaluated not only overall performance but also the ability of the 

model to correctly classify each steer activity separately. 
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Figure 19: Confusion matrix corresponding to the best multiclass/multilabel model score 

(left) and its relative representation (right) 

 Main diagonal of confusion matrices, both highlighted in Figure 19 indicates that 

the model very well classifies most of the steer activities. We can see that the model best 

predicts rumination/lying with 86% and other/lying with 79% accuracy. However, the 

model does not predict very well the rumination/standing combination of activities, but 

this is because cows almost never ruminate while standing (Figure 10). For that reason 

we have a small number of samples for rumination/standing and as a consequence 

classification model is not able to extract enough knowledge to discriminate this 

particular activity from eating/standing. It misclassified rumination/standing as 

eating/standing with 42%. As those activities are similar in motion it is not unlikely that 

the classification model was not able to discriminate between them. However, a higher 

number of samples for rumination/standing could provide more useful information and 

thus possibility for DL model to increase its performance for that particular activity. For 

that reason, more samples from minor classes would be provided in future work. 

 Similarly, the model had successfully classified just 43% of samples as a 

combination of other/standing behavior. This can also be a consequence of less number 

of samples corresponding to this combination of steer activities on which model could 

learn to distinguish them from other combinations.  
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Table 3: Multiclass/multilabel model overall performance on validation and test data 

 
Overall Accuracy Overall F1 Overall Precision Overall Recall 

Validation set 
67.59% 82.27% 83.26% 82.05% 

Test set 72.96% 85.96% 87.73% 86.05% 

 In Table 3, we can see that overall metrics that illustrate performance of the 

model on unseen data are similar or even better than those on validation data. 

Consequently, we can conclude that our model does not overfit. Further, we can see that 

model classifies unseen samples very well, as highlighted in Figure 20. 

  

Figure 20: Confusion matrices illustrating performance of the model on test set; score 

(left) and its relative representation (right) 

 The model best predicts class other/lying with 95% and rumination/lying with 

93% accuracy, which is higher than prediction accuracy on validation dataset for 16% 

and 7% respectively (Figure 19). Moreover, this model correctly classified 85% of 

samples to belong to class eating/standing, while only 8% of samples were correctly 

classified to belong to the least present class other/standing. 

4.2. Overlaps 

 Performances of multiclass/multilabel models trained on datasets with 

overlapping signals are similar to the performance of that model trained on dataset 

without overlaps.  
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 In Table 4, we can see that a model trained on datasets with 75% overlaps has 

slightly better performance. Moreover, by training the model on a dataset with overlaps 

of 75%, model accuracy increases for almost 1%, while F1 score, precision and recall 

increases for approximately 0.5%. However, this is not significant model performance 

improvement. 

Table 4: Comparison of model performances with and without overlapping signals 

 Accuracy F1 Score Precision Recall 

No overlaps 67.59% 82.27% 83.26% 82.05% 

25% overlaps 67.04% 81.78% 82.97% 81.67% 

50% overlaps 62.13% 78.03% 79.58% 78.60% 

75% overlaps 68.58% 82.79% 83.61% 82.60% 

 

 Further, we can see that a model trained on a dataset with 25% overlaps has worse 

performance than one trained on the original dataset. Moreover, performances for all 

metrics are smaller by 0.5% than for the original model. Finally, model trained on dataset 

with 50% overlaps has the worst performances. Accuracy of this model is smaller for 5%, 

while F1 score, precision and recall all smaller for around 4% comparing to the original 

multiclass/multilabel model. 

 
         a) 

 
           b) 

Figure 21: Confusion matrices: a) 75% overlaps, b) 75% overlaps normalized results 
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 In Figure 21, we can see confusion matrices of the model trained on dataset with 

75% overlapping data. Looking at the main diagonal of the confusion matrices, we can 

see that this model showed similar classification performance as the original one for 

cattle behavior classification (Figure 19), were 75% overlapping model outperformed 

original model when classifying Other/Lying by 7% and Ruminating/Lying by 2%. 

4.3. Augmentation 

 In order to evaluate the individual influence on the classification performance, we 

applied augmentation functions one by one and the corresponding model performance in 

terms of accuracy, F1 score, precision and recall can be seen in Table 5. Furthermore, the 

model performance when applying DropOut and ScaleSig, transformations with the 

highest influence, is also provided within the table, as well as the model performance 

when all transformations are provided during model training and applied with certain 

probability. Dropout transformation provided slightly higher performance in comparison 

to the model trained on the original dataset with improvement of around 0.2%, while the 

precision of this model is rather worse. Performance of the model trained on dataset 

obtained by applying ScaleSig transformation is also better in sense of accuracy with 

0.3% improvement, both F1 score and recall of 0.09%, while precision of this model is 

worse than for multiclass/multilabel model trained on the original dataset.  Nevertheless, 

the improvement in classification performance is not significant, as the original dataset is 

already diverse enough, so newly added signals did not make any difference. 

Table 5: Performances of models trained on datasets obtained by different data 

augmentation techniques 

 Accuracy F1 score Precision Recall 

No augmentation 67.59% 82.27% 83.26% 82.05% 

MoveSig 66.27% 81.48% 82.12% 81.34% 

Dropout 67.76% 82.34% 83.24% 82.14% 

AddNoise 65.73% 80.67% 81.70% 80.44% 

Quantize 67.50% 82.16% 82.94% 81.76% 

ScaleSig 67.90% 82.36% 83.22% 82.16% 

TimeWarp 65.64% 80.98% 81.62% 80.88% 

Dropout&ScaleSig 67.71% 82.20% 83.16% 81.99% 

All functions 61.35% 77.40% 78.06% 77.38% 
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4.4. CNN – LSTM 

 In order to try and use the best from both models, we tried to train a hybrid CNN-

LSTM model to predict cattle behaviors. Convolutional Neural Networks are known for 

their ability to extract important data features, while Recurrent Neural Networks can very 

successfully deal with spatial dimension of data. Because of this, we build a model which 

consists of two parts, Convolutional Neural Network followed by Recurrent Neural 

Network, or more precisely Long-Short Term Memory Network. Architecture of CNN-

LSTM model is highlighted in Figure 22. 

 First, we have four convolutional blocks where every block consists of Conv1d 

layer followed by Dropout, BatchNorm and ReLU layera, as in convolutional 

multiclass/multilabel model. These blocks represent our feature extractor. After this, we 

have LSTM block of 4 layers each consisted of 50 neurons, whose output is then 

forwarded to Linear layer that gives us our prediction i.e. classifies sample in one of five 

classes. 

 

Figure 22: Architecture of CNN-LSTM multiclass/multilabel model 
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 Total number of parameters is 343 279, which is much more than the total number 

of parameters for the original multiclass/multilabel model. The number of trainable 

parameters of CNN-LSTM model is 175 663 which is even more than total number of 

parameters of original multiclass/multilabel model and training time of this model is 

longer for 50% than for multiclass/multilabel one. 

 The performances of CNN-LSTM model are highlighted in Table 6. This model 

performance is lower than the performance of the original multiclass/multilabel problem 

probably because multiclass/multilabel model has already learned everything from the 

available dataset, and LSTM layer was not able to contribute and improve classification 

power. 

Table 6: Performance of CNN-LSTM multiclass/multilabel model 

 
Accuracy F1 score Precision Recall 

CNN 
67.59% 82.27% 83.26% 82.05% 

CNN-LSTM 66.85% 81.35% 82.34% 81.33% 
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5. Conclusion  

 In this thesis, we used the accelerometer data from neck-mounted collar obtained 

from four animals in order to classify five different cattle activity states. The main 

contribution was the extension of the possibilities of the ML model proposed in [5] in 

terms of the number of monitored activities, where data was classified in three cattle 

activities (rumination, eating and other) with ground truth data provided by muzzle-

mounted halter. Here, ground truth data obtained from pedometer, placed on rear leg of 

the animal, was additionally used in order to add the information when the animal was 

standing or lying. As the classes obtained from the halter and those obtained from the 

pedometer are not mutually exclusive the classification problem became more complex 

and expanded from multiclass into multiclass/multilabel classification task. For the 

classification purpose we used pre-trained CNN models for identification of three cattle 

activity states and through transfer learning procedure managed to classify five cattle 

activities while not increasing model complexity and time required for model training. 

The proposed solution can classify target behaviors with an overall accuracy, F1 score, 

recall and precision of 72.96%, 85.96%, 87.73%, and 86.05%, respectively. Individual 

behaviors are classified with an average F1 score of 90.41%, 91.11%, 93.66%, 84.30% 

and 84.30%, for rumination, eating, other, standing and lying. Considering the 

performance, it can be noted that the proposed solution not only expand the number of 

classified activity states, but also outperformed the multiclass solution for rumination and 

eating for 9% and 4% respectively, without significant increase in model complexity. 

Additionally, we have tried to improve results with data augmentation techniques, 

overlapping data samples and hybrid CNN-LSTM neural networks. Model trained on 

data with overlaps of 75% between subsequent samples achieved the highest 

classification performance with an overall F1 score of 82.79%, while Dropout and 

ScaleSig transformations shown a slight improvement in performance and should be 

further investigated.  In the future, one should consider monitoring more cows and 

generate a bigger dataset which contains more samples of those classes that are the least 

present in our dataset. Also, one could try to train a model on a dataset with both overlaps 

and augmentation. Further, one could constrain the number of different augmentation 

transformations that can be applied on the same signal. Finally, considered behaviors 

should be linked with physical illnesses in order to bring research closer to practical 

application. 
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